In today’s uncertain environment, every organization is undergoing a transformation using Data and AI. But how to overcome the barriers to AI adoption? The top three barriers to AI adoption are limited AI expertise or knowledge, increasing data complexity, lack of tools or platforms for developing AI models.

One-go solution = Fully integrated Data and AI platform

WHAT DOES CODENATIVES OFFER?
The IBM Cloud Pak for Data is an end-to-end Data and AI platform to help organizations to collect, store, analyze data and pervade AI throughout your business. It serves as a vehicle for IBM’s AI Ladder methodology, which essentially boils down to infusing artificial intelligence within the products to speed up the transition. Built on the Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform, IBM Cloud Pak’s key integrated features span the entire analytics lifecycle from data management and DataOps to business analytics and AI.

Assessments
Business value Assessment
Architectural Assessment
Data Quality Assessment
Data Governance Assessment
Enterprise Packages

Codenatives Offerings
Assess and leverage your existing Cognos investment to migrate your entire workload to an IBM managed cloud environment

Provide IBM’s OpenShift based data and AI platform, Cloud Pak for Data containerized Cognos platform

Scope for Data Science workloads, to metadata catalogs to data warehousing

Manage Upgrades, Version Controls, Performance Tuning, Provide Value for Migrating Reports to Cloud.

Our containerized solution provides "drag-and-drop" information architecture to help businesses overcome the roadblock of integrating artificial intelligence with their data-based activities

Ensure Data and AI initiatives are agile, cost-effective, and successful.

To deliver your Data and Analytics objectives
email: data@codenatives.com visit us @ www.codenatives.com
IBM Cloud Pak for security is an enterprise ready containerized software solution that helps organizations integrate their existing security tools to identify, investigate and respond to threats faster without moving the data and delivering it in a modern platform in any environment on-prem or cloud.

- Enables enterprises to connect to your existing data sources and orchestrates response to threats
- Built on Open cloud-native technology
- The solution can be deployed and run in any environment
- Connected security for Hybrid multi-cloud world

**IBM CLOUD PAK FOR SECURITY**

**IBM WATSON**

- Cloud application which brings data discovery and predictive analytics
- Easily integrates with dashboard
- Data analysis through natural language processing
- Dashboard, infographics, visualization is driven by predictive capabilities

**Key functionalities**

- Speech to Text
- Text to Speech
- Visual Recognition
- Concept Insights
- Tradeoff Analytics

**CODENATIVES COGNOS ANALYTICS AND CLOUD PAK FOR DATA**

**Value**

- Reduced cost for installation and configuration
- Built-in data virtualization capabilities
- Data Science (AI & ML) integrations for reports and dashboards
- Leverages fully integrated data
- Full integration with planning analytics on the cloud
- Watson studio integration
- Netezza performance server integration

**Cognos Licensed Modernization Model**

- Cognos Analytics/Cloud Pak for Data/Red Hat Open Shift
- Cognos on cloud hosted user
- Cognos on cloud-hosted viewer

**VALUE ADDED BENEFITS**

- Highly experienced in infrastructure assessments which include both hardware and software
- Capabilities in collecting, organizing, and analyzing data
- Data Security & governance, capacity planning, performance tuning, monitoring, and data virtualization capabilities
- The team managed by leading experts with over two decades of experience in BI as well as AI-infused Cognos analytics
- Planning analytics, guiding the business decisions and navigating in providing all-inclusive analytics experience
- Expertise in Cognos analytics, dashboard, planning analytics, Red Hat, and Kubernetes

To deliver your Data and Analytics objectives
email: data@codenatives.com
visit us @ www.codenatives.com